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The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe Activity Pack is created by Lyceum Education 
to enhance the overall learning experience of going to see the Christmas Show at the
Lyceum. The pack has been specifically designed for Primary School age groups and is
intended as a resource for teachers to use in the classroom. Pages can be photocopied
for educational use.

We hope you find the pack useful. We are always keen to receive feedback about 
the work we produce in order to keep the high standards you would expect from 
the Lyceum. If there is something that you would like us to include in future Activity
Packs, please let us know by emailing Philippa Tomlin, Education Officer at
ptomlin@lyceum.org.uk

TEACHER’S NOTE:
Curriculum for Excellence
“all pupils learning, in, through and about the expressive arts is enhanced and
enriched through partnerships with professional arts companies, creative adults 
and cultural organisations” CfE Expressive Arts Draft Outcomes.

The Primary School Drama Workshops and the Activity Pack are developed 
to support your work for the Curriculum for Excellence.

THE DRAMA WORKSHOPS AND ACTIVITY PACK INCLUDE ACTIVITIES TO MEET
MANY OF THE FIRST AND SECOND STAGES OF THE DRAMA OUTCOMES:
• Movement • Improvisation
• Expression • Sharing ideas
• Voice work • Presentation
• Communication • Evaluation

THE DRAMA WORKSHOPS INCLUDE CROSS-CURRICULAR LEARNING ACTIVITIES:
• Drama and Music 

THE ACTIVITY PACK INCLUDES CROSS-CURRICULAR LEARNING ACTIVITIES: 
Expressive Arts: Languages:
• Art and Design • English
• Drama

In conjunction with the theatre trip, the whole experience should contribute to the
Overarching Experiences for the Expressive Arts at individual, class and school level
and contribute to the Four Capacities.

THE LION, THE WITCH AND THE WARDROBE
ACTIVITY PACK AND THE 
CURRICULUM FOR EXCELLENCE
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CAST AND COMPANY

PETER Scott Hoatson   

SUSAN Jenny Hulse

EDMUND Neil Thomas

LUCY Amy McAllister

PROFESSOR/MAUGRIM Sandy Grierson 

MRS MACREADY/MRS BEAVER Ruth Connell 

MR TUMNUS/MR BEAVER David Lucas

WHITE WITCH Meg Fraser

FATHER CHRISTMAS/ASLAN Daniel Williams

DWARF/VOICE OF RUMBLEBUFFIN Owain Rhys Davies 

DRYAD/LEOPARD/WOLF Sam Laydon 

DRYAD/LEOPARD Lauren Silver

MINOTAUR Steven McMahon 

UNICORN Polly Davidson/Caitlin Campbell 

STAG Niall Mann/Cameron Collie

EAGLE Sarah Armes/Hanna Wade 

EAGLE Kim Donohoe/Rebecca Harrod

HAG Julia Carstairs/Hannah Scott

DIRECTOR Mark Thomson

ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR, MOVEMENT Malcolm Shields

DESIGNER Ken Harrison

LIGHTING DESIGNER Davy Cunningham

FIGHT ARRANGER Raymond Short

MUSIC Philip Pinsky

DEPUTY STAGE MANAGER ON THE BOOK Dan Travis

CAST

CREW
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ACT 1 SCENE 1
It is World War II and Peter, Susan, Edmund and Lucy are
evacuated from London to the countryside. They are taken in
by an elderly Professor and are under the watchful eye of his
strict housekeeper, MrsMacready. MrsMacready explains
the house rules to the children: bedtime is at nine and lights
out at nine-thirty, they are not allowed to talk or play games
when there are visitors or at certain times during the day.
With her rules in place, Mrs Macready and the Professor say
good night to the children and Mrs Macready tells them that
she does not want to catch them out of bed.

Edmund teases his younger sister Lucy and walks off to 
go exploring. The eldest children, Peter and Susan go after
him leaving Lucy alone. Lucy decides to do some exploring
of her own and so she climbs into the big wardrobe. The
wardrobe transports Lucy to Narnia; a snowy magical land.

ACT 1 SCENE 2   
While in Narnia, Lucy meets a faun called Mr Tumnus. Mr Tumnus recognises Lucy 
as human girl and refers to her as a ‘daughter of Eve’. He invites her to join him for 
a tea party. Mr Tumnus tries to put Lucy to sleep with stories and music from Narnia
and when she asks to go home, he bursts into tears and confesses that he has actually
been ordered by the White Witch to kidnap any children he meets. He also tells her that
the White Witch has cast a spell that means it is always winter, but never Christmas in
Narnia. Lucy comforts him and gives him her handkerchief. As Lucy and Mr Tumnus
have become friends, he agrees to help her get back to the wardrobe and promises not
to tell the White Witch about her.

When Edmund enters Narnia, he is not as lucky as Lucy; the first people he meets
are the White Witch, a wolf called Maugrim and a Dwarf. Maugrim captures Edmund
and the White Witch, who calls herself the Queen of Narnia, asks Edmund lots of
questions about himself and his brother and sisters, where he’s from and how he
came to be in Narnia. The White Witch bribes Edmund with Turkish Delight, which 
is his favourite food. He tells her all about the other children and about Lucy and 
Mr Tumnus. The Witch tells Edmund that if he can get the others to come to Narnia
and to her castle, she will make him a prince of Narnia and give him all the Turkish
Delight he can eat. Before she leaves, she orders Maugrim to visit Mr Tumnus and
‘thank him’ for helping Lucy.

THE STORY OF THE LION, THE WITCH AND
THE WARDROBE
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Back in the house, Mrs Macready’s on the war
path! Lucy suggests that they all hide in the
wardrobe. In the wardrobe, the children soon
realise that Lucy was telling the truth as they
find themselves in Narnia. The three older
children apologise to Lucy, including Edmund,
who does not mention that he has already been
to Narnia. The children set off to Mr Tumnus’
house, where they find everything wrecked by
order of the Queen of Narnia. As they think
about this, they hear a noise, which turns out to
be Mr Beaver. Mr Beaver proves he is a friend by
giving them Lucy’s handkerchief back from Mr
Tumnus. He asks them to follow him quietly to
his dam where they can meet Mrs Beaver. 

Mr and Mrs Beaver tell the children what has happened to Mr Tumnus and that the
White Witch turns people into stone statues with her wand. They also tell the children
about Aslan the Great Lion and King of all Narnia. The last thing they tell them is that
the White Witch is afraid of humans because of a prophecy that says that when two
Daughters of Eve and two Sons of Adam sit on the throne in Narnia, the White Witch
will die. The children suddenly notice that Edmund has gone and know instantly that
he has gone to the White Witch’s castle and will betray them all.

Mr and Mrs Beaver, Peter, Susan and Lucy
decide that they must go to the Stone Table 
to meet Aslan. Just as they set off, they hear
sleigh bells and believe it to be the White Witch.
However, it turns out to be Father Christmas. 
He gives them all Christmas presents. Peter
gets a shield, a sword, a sheath and a sword
belt. Susan is given a bow and arrows in a quiver.
She also receives an ivory horn; whenever there
is great danger, if she blows the horn, help will
come to her. Lucy receives the gift of a dagger
and a little bottle filled with a potion that can be
used to restore health. Father Christmas wishes
them all a Merry Christmas and they continue 
on their journey.

THE STORY OF THE LION, THE WITCH AND
THE WARDROBE

Mrs Beaver

The Stone Circle
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Meanwhile, Edmund arrives at the White Witch’s palace and is met by Maugrim. He
betrays his siblings by telling the Witch that they are on their way to the Stone Table 
to meet Aslan. The Witch also notices that the snow and ice are beginning to thaw,
which means that her magic is fading and it is not going to be winter for much longer 
in Narnia.

ACT 2 SCENE 1
It is now spring in Narnia, the children and the Beavers
comment on flowers and birds signalling that winter is
ending. They arrive at the Stone Table and meet Aslan.
He greets them all and asks where Edmund is. Everyone
is very sad that he has betrayed them. Aslan shows
Peter the palace of Cair Paravel, where he will be King 
of Narnia. While they are talking, Maugrim chases 
Susan but Peter defeats him; he kills another wolf 
and Maugrim runs away.

The White Witch enters, with the Dwarf who drags
Edmund behind him, bound and tied. Just as the 
Witch threatens Edmund with a dagger, two of Aslan’s
Leopards come to his rescue. A shamefaced Edmund 
is brought to Aslan. He apologises to everyone and is
forgiven. 

The White Witch comes to talk to Aslan. They discuss Deep Magic and the Witch 
tells Aslan that she needs to kill Edmund because he is a traitor; this will restore 
the balance of the Deep Magic. Aslan makes a promise to the Witch that balance 
will be restored without the death of Edmund.

That night, Aslan seems very sad. Lucy and Susan go to comfort him but he sends
them away. They find somewhere to hide and watch in horror as the Witch and all 
her servants attack the Great Lion. Aslan is bound to the Stone Table, he is teased
and has his mane shaved to take away his dignity. Eventually, the Witch raises her
dagger and stabs him. It is clear that Aslan has given his life to save Edmund. Once
the Witch has gone, Susan and Lucy appear in tears and try to free Aslan. Mice come
and help them untie him. Lucy and Susan see a bright star in the sky and hear an
enormous noise. The Stone Table splits in two and Aslan disappears. Aslan’s magic 
is stronger than the Witch’s and he comes back to life, Susan and Lucy are very happy
to see him and together they set off to the Witch’s castle.

When they arrive at the castle, they see all the Narnians that the Witch has turned 
to stone, including Mr Tumnus, the Faun. Aslan frees them all by breathing on them.
There is a great battle against the White Witch and her army. Luckily the good Narnians,
Peter, Susan, Edmund and Lucy defeat the witch. Lucy treats the wounded with her

THE STORY OF THE LION, THE WITCH AND
THE WARDROBE

Aslan and Peter
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potion. Aslan also survives the battle. There are great celebrations and everyone
marches towards Cair Paravel, where Peter, Susan, Edmund and Lucy take up their
rightful positions on the four thrones and are crowned Kings and Queens of Narnia.

Some time passes and the Kings and Queens journey
to the forest. They see a familiar looking lamppost and
walk towards it. They soon find themselves back in the
wardrobe, which transports them back to the Professor’s
house. There they meet a very angry Mrs Macready. The
children explain their adventures and the Professor
hastily sends Mrs Macready away. He tells the children
that they will one day return to Narnia but it will not be
through the wardrobe, but in a different way. He also
tells them that they will always be Kings and Queens
of Narnia. As he walks away, the children think about
his comments and wonder how he knew about Narnia.

THE STORY OF THE LION, THE WITCH AND
THE WARDROBE

“The Wardrobe is magic. There’s a
wood inside it, and a lamppost, and 
a country called Narnia where it’s
snowing all the time”Lucy
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The Lion the Witch and the Wardrobe was the first book written in the collection 
of seven stories- The Chronicles or Narnia (1950-1956) – by CS Lewis. Although
written and published first, this is actually the second story in the series, after 
The Magician’s Nephew. 

Clive Staples Lewis was born in Belfast, Northern Ireland (then part of Ireland) on
November 29 1898. He was the son of Albert and Flora Hamilton and the younger
brother of Warren, also known as Warnie. His father, Albert was a lawyer. When CS
Lewis was about 4 years old his dog Jacksie died and Lewis insisted that everyone
call him ‘Jacksie’, eventually the name stuck and people referred to him as Jack for
the rest of his life.

When he was growing up, Lewis and his family lived in a large house called ‘Little
Lea’, which had dark narrow passages and a large overgrown garden, which he and
his brother loved exploring. It can be assumed that this influenced the Chronicles 
of Narnia, his most famous stories. His family had a big library, where Lewis would
read some of his favourite books; Treasure Island by Robert Louis Stevenson and 
The Secret Garden by Frances Hodgson Burnett.

Sadly, when he was only ten years old, CS Lewis’s mother died of cancer and shortly
after that he and his brother were sent away to boarding school. Lewis hated his new
school and missed his home. Luckily, the school closed down due to poor numbers
and Lewis returned to Ireland. A year later, Lewis was sent to a better school in
England and throughout his teenage years, he enjoyed learning about ancient Greek
myths and legends, another strong influence in his writing of The Lion, the Witch and
the Wardrobe.

Once he left school, CS Lewis went to Oxford University, one of the country’s best
universities. However, World War I broke out and he volunteered for the army, in 
the trenches of Northern France. After the war he went back to Oxford University. 
He graduated with a first class honours degrees in Philosophy and Ancient History,
Greek and Roman Literature, and English Literature and Language. After his
graduation, he was invited to teach literature at Oxford. 

CS Lewis was very good friends with JRR Tolkien, writer of The Hobbit and The Lord 
of the Rings. They would often chat with each other about their writing. Although
friends, Tolkien criticised The Chronicles of Narnia, he felt that there was a clash of
mythical creatures from too many different cultures. For example, Father Christmas 
in the same world as Centaur, from ancient Greek and Roman mythology. Despite
being heavily criticised and not well received by reviewers at first, the Narnia books
and The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe in particular, are some of the world’s best
loved children’s books. Fantasy based children’s literature is still popular today; the
Harry Potter books, written by JK Rowling are often compared to the work of CS Lewis.

CS LEWIS
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1. Why have the children been sent to live with the Professor?

2. What is the name of the strict housekeeper?

3. What do the children climb into that transports them to Narnia?

4. Who does Mr Tumnus confess that he works for?

5. What is the name of the White Witch’s wolf?

6. What does the White Witch offer Edmund to eat?

7. What presents does Father Christmas give to Peter?

8. What kind of animal is Aslan?

9. What kind of magic do Aslan and the White Witch discuss?

10. What is the name of the palace where the children are crowned?

11. What does the Professor tell the children when they return home?

QUIZ: 
WHAT CAN YOU REMEMBER 
FROM THE STORY?
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THE LION, THE WITCH AND 
THE WARDROBE WORD PUZZLE

LINK UP THE INFORMATION TO THE CORRECT 
WORD FROM THE LIST OPPOSITE.

The Children get to Narnia through the… faun

Mr Tumnus is a… Narnia

Although it is always winter in Narnia, it is never… Mrs Beaver

Lucy gives Mr Tumnus her… stone

The White Witch’s servant is a wolf called… wardrobe

Mr Beaver is married to… breath

Father Christmas gives the children… handkerchief

Aslan is also known as the Great… Christmas

Aslan is killed by the witch on a table made of… Maugrim

The stone statues are brought back to life by Aslan’s… Lion

The children are crowned Kings and Queens of… presents
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NARNIA WORDSEARCH

1. lucy

2. peter

3. dwarf

4. narnia

5. winter

6. wardrobe

7. mice

8. witch

9. faun

10. king

11. centaur 

12. wolf

c x l c w j y t u m f y
y c w n a r n i a z c j
g l i w t o l l u u n w
l p n t n v i j l h h p
t e t i b b o d c t x f
g t e d c e n t a u r a
e e r e f w i u v a e u
m r v l h w z r w p e n
q e o l k m v d p h n z
e w k i n g i v s z m q
y e w a i f u c e y r w
a w a r d r o b e q m c
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CHARACTER INFORMATION
PETER PEVENSIE 

Peter is the eldest of the four children. He is clever and brave. 
In the story, he is given a shield and a sword, with which he 
defends his brother and sisters from the Witch and her army.

SUSAN PEVENSIE 

Susan is the second eldest. She is caring and gentle. At first, 
she doesn’t believe her sister when she talks about Narnia, 
until she sees it for herself.

EDMUND PEVENSIE

Edmund meets the White Witch, who bribes him with Turkish
delight into betraying his brother and sisters. He eventually
apologises and help Aslan defeat the White Witch

LUCY PEVENSIE

Lucy is the youngest child. She is the first to go through the
wardrobe and discovers Narnia. She meets a friendly Faun 
called Mr Tumnus.
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CHARACTER INFORMATION CONT.
ASLAN

Otherwise known as the Great Lion. Aslan is the rightful ruler of
Narnia and sacrifices himself to save Edmund. He magically comes
back to life and helps the children save Narnia.

MR TUMNUS

Mr Tumnus is a Faun, which is a mythical creature that looks like a
human, with the legs, feet and horns of a goat. Mr Tumnus is Lucy’s
friend, although he did originally agree to work for the Witch and
kidnap the children.

MR AND MRS BEAVER

Mr and Mrs Beaver make friends with the children and help them
find the way to Aslan. 

THE PROFESSOR

The Professor takes the children in when they are evacuated from
London. He owns the house and seems to know about Narnia.
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MRS MACREADY

Mrs Macready is the Professor’s housekeeper. She is very strict 
with the children and believes that children should be quiet at 
all times.

THE WHITE WITCH

The White Witch calls herself Queen of Narnia. She has put a spell
on Narnia so that it is always winter but never Christmas. She has
the power to turn people to stone. Eventually her army is defeated
by Aslan, the children and good Narnians.

MAUGRIM

Maugrim is a wolf and is head of the White Witch’s Secret Police.

DWARF

The Dwarf is a loyal servant to the White Witch. 

CHARACTER INFORMATION CONT.
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COSTUME DESIGN
A costume designer works with the director to create the costumes for the characters
in a play. The Lyceum Wardrobe Department make all of the costumes from these
designs. 

Here are some of the costume designs for The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe.

DESIGN ACTIVITY
Design your own costumes for three characters from The Lion, the Witch and 
the Wardrobe.

TEACHERS NOTE:
You could assign each person in your class a different character to design for.

Perhaps you could set the show in 2008 and change the costumes to suit this 
time period.

LUCY
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PETER
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MRS BEAVER
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UNICORN
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MAP OF NARNIA
It would have been useful for Peter, Susan, Edmund and Lucy to have a map of
Narnia. Draw your own bird’s eye view map of Narnia. Include all the key places 
along the way and draw pictures to represent those places.

TEACHER’S NOTE:
The key places are:
• The wardrobe
• The forest
• Mr Tumnus’ house
• Mr and Mrs Beaver’s house
• The Witch’s Castle
• The Stone Circle
• Cair Paravel (where the children are crowned Kings and Queens of Narnia)

Your class may also like to include:
• The lamppost
• Where Edmund meets the White Witch
• Where the children meet Father Christmas
• The battlefield

POSTER DESIGN 
Theatre posters are designed to catch the eye of
passers by; they are also used to give information to
people about how to book tickets, how much tickets
are and what days and times the shows are on.

The Lyceum Theatre Marketing Department work 
with designers to create an image that represents
each show. For The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe
they chose a snowy image with the famous lamppost
to represent the story and Narnia and to create a
Christmassy look for the poster.   

Have a go at designing your own poster for the
Lyceum production of The Lion, the Witch and the
Wardrobe. Don’t forget to include the following:
• The name of the play
• The name of the writer
• The dates of the shows
• Ticket prices
• The Box Office phone number
• A nice image to attract potential audiences

REDPATH DESIGN
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TEACHER’S NOTE:
These activities are designed to be teacher led. 

• Ask the class to find a space of their own. 
• Introduce a character from The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe. 
• Ask the class to put their hands up and describe some of the characteristics of
that person or animal. Are they a nice character? What do they do for a living? 
When do they feature in the show? How old are they? etc.

• With each question, ask the class to describe how this would make them act 
and move. (If your class is confident ask for a few volunteers to demonstrate 
their ideas.)

• Ask the group to think about the character and individually begin to move around 
the room as if they were that character. This should be done in silence to examine 
the movement and not the voices of the characters. How can you tell if a character 
is a ‘baddie’ just by the way that they move on stage?

• Once you have tried a few characters ask them to pick their favourite to really work 
on and exaggerate.

• Without talking, ask the group to try and find another person in the room that 
is playing the same character as they are and form a pair. (You will end up with
more than one ‘version’ of each character. If they can’t find the exact character 
to partner, ask them to find someone similar.)
• Form two lines (pairs opposite each other) down the longest sides of the room 
to create a ‘catwalk’.

• Ask the top pair to walk down the middle of the catwalk in character until they 
come to the end. Here, they should take a bow or do a small movement to represent
their character.

• To accompany the catwalk you may want to play music or have everyone clapping 
a beat.

TEACHER’S NOTE:
This activity is used to develop movement and explore a character’s physicality. 
It introduces the idea that movement in theatre is exaggerated compared to real 
life. It also identifies individual understanding of each character.

DRAMA ACTIVITIES 
CHARACTER CATWALK
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• Chat with the group about what improvisation is.

TEACHER’S NOTE: 
Improvise: to act something out without preparing
beforehand or reading a script. Think about your
character and what you think he/she would say. 
Try and respond to your partner/group as you think
your character would.

Like a story, improvisations should have a very clear
beginning, middle and end.
• Ask the class to get into groups of about 5 or 6.
• Ask each group to develop 3 or 4 human characters and
2 or 3 animal characters. (Remind the group that the
animals in Narnia have very human characteristics,
usually walk on two feet and can talk).

• Discuss with the groups what it would be like to go through the wardrobe 
into Narnia:

- What sort of things would they see?
- Would the animal characters be in Narnia or in the wardrobe?
- Would the human characters see the animals straight away or would they 
discover them during their improvisation?
- How does the group show their reactions physically? For example, it is 
cold in Narnia, if they go to Mr Tumnus’ house it could be cosy. Are they 
frightened? If so how do they express this? 

• Ask each group to come up with a short improvisation using their new characters 
going through the wardrobe into Narnia. Give them 10 minutes only to work on 
their scenes.

• Share the scenes with the other groups.
• After each ‘performance’ ask questions about the stories:

- Were the characters convincing?
- Did we see the difference between the real world and Narnia?
- What was different to Narnia in the play/book?
- Was there a clear beginning, middle and end?
- Were the actors loud enough to hear?
- Did we understand the story? How did it make us feel? Happy, sad etc.

 DRAMA ACTIVITIES
WALKING THROUGH THE 
WARDROBE TO NARNIA
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LYCEUM THEATRE WORDSEARCH

1. stage

2. theatre

3. lyceum

4. stalls

5. ticket

6. lights

7. costume

8. set

9. music

m f m u s i c n u y
t s y a i u u r v r
l t c o s t u m e p
y a l i g h t s e d
c l o n x o b c b p
e l s t a g e x e k
u s l t s e t m g k
m t e a g w c y m d
t i c k e t z a u n
p t h e a t r e z g
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